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CURRENT STATUS OF THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
The effects of the pandemic have been felt across various industries and businesses. However, online casinos and
gaming have witnessed a steady growth and turnover even in such difficult market conditions. The future of the
entertainment and gaming industry is now going virtual, with people working from home means more drive towards
social media, online gaming and entertainment to find alternative sources of liquidity.

TITAN CORP INC.
As a global entertainment company, Titan Corp Inc. focuses on
investing in top-tier projects and innovation. As a starting point, Titan
Corp Inc has focused on online eGaming and casino because of its
tremendous potential, scalability, and usability. With that being said,
we have worked our way into setting two different verticals - Spartan
Gaming and Spartan Casino. The Casino is licensed by Curacao and is
registered as an entity in Curacao whilst Spartan gaming is
decentralized and is a separate entity.
Despite the impact caused by the pandemic, online gaming industry revenue hit $180.3 billion in 2021 and is forecast
to be worth $256.97 billion by 2025. And this drives our passion and motivation to achieve excellence in all that we do.
On the other hand, the global gambling industry is expected to reach USD 127.3 billion by 2027, registering a CAGR of
11.5% from 2020 to 2027. As the online gambling market continues to experience consistent growth, spurred on by the
emergence of new technologies and the increased accessibility of the internet, online casinos are coming out on top
as the fastest growing iGaming segment.

LEADERSHIP
Both Spartan Casino and Spartan Gaming are built on sound technology, and are supported by a team of
extraordinary people. Our parent company, Titan Corp Inc is a multi family office and has a successful track record in
strategic investment and funding of various projects, across multiple different verticals, and delivering high-return
investments in the digital and online marketplace. Spartan Casino and Spartan Gaming plans to introduce new twists
and features to already popular games in order to keep players engaged and entertained.

ONLINE GAMBLING
In recent years, online gambling taken a phenomenal leap in popularity. As the online gambling market continues to
experience consistent growth, spurred on by the emergence of new technologies and easy internet access, online
casinos are making a rapid headway and emerging as the fastest growing iGaming segment.

ONLINE CASINOS PROBLEMS
Despite the fact that the internet gaming industry has grown significantly,
online casinos face a few challenges. For example they continue to struggle
with several ongoing issues that have made a few countries reluctant to
legalize online gambling. As a result, many potential users are deterred from
gambling due to problems with trust, security, and reliability.

Problems for Players:

Problems for Service Providers:

· Withheld bonuses

· High entry fees for the game developers

· Account restrictions due to location

· High costs of running an online casino

· Hidden fees for opening an account

· Operations overheads such as integrating payment systems

· Withdrawal restrictions

and user account balance management

· Limits and slow processing speed of payouts

· Slow server running speed and frequent downtime events
· Lack of transparency and credibility
· Lack of support from other vendors

BLOCKCHAIN BENEFITS OF ONLINE GAMBLING
Digital payment mechanisms have already been adopted by the
gambling sector. Blockchain and cryptocurrencies have the potential
to significantly expand this trend. This technology can help the online
gambling sector achieve mission-critical goals such as:
• Security and Validity
• Anonymity and Privacy
• Efficiency and Access
• Instantaneous and Cost-Effective Transactions

OUR SOLUTION
The team is currently developing a new and improved casino model that will create a paradigm
shift in the online gambling industry and solve all aforementioned issues. We will implement
and run a blockchain-based ecosystem with its own set of smart contracts and custom live
dealer games to meet online gambling requirements. The ultimate goal is to remove the risks
inherent in the current system by making it decentralized, transparent and trustworthy.
By creating a new system and a set of smart contracts on Cross Chains including Binance Smart
Chain, Polygon Matic and Ethereum, we will create the Spartan Casino network that governs the
operating model of the whole ecosystem. This model will not only allow us to transfer and record
players’ results on a variety of networks but also enable near-instant payments and a consistent cash flow through the Proof
of Stake (POS) of Spartan Casino tokens.
Spartan Casino has already achieved as a milestone the launch of over 150 games from a variety of casino providers and live
dealers. A wide selection of Live Dealer Roulette, Baccarat, Craps, Sic Bo, Blackjack, and unique household Poker is available
offering the players an ultimate iGaming experience.
Spartan Casino will be a pioneer in the blockchain gaming industry in addressing and overcoming many constraints faced by
the current online gaming industry. It promotes transparency, low barriers to entry, low entry fee for players, and smooth
conversion and transfer of crypto payments and currencies. By keeping third party relationships and focusing on areas of
expertise within the supply chain network, we are able to contain the operational expenses and reduce high overheads. We
have overcome the speed and server processing capabilities by looking at proprietary solutions offered by a very competent
development team. There are no shadow and hidden fees for players to open their account as well as no embargos, other than
their regional restrictions, on account opening.
Spartan Casino wishes to adhere solely to Blockchain technology and provide an authentic human experience for online
players through genuine live dealer games.

SPARTAN CASINO
Spartan lets you dive into a new realm of live dealer casino gaming with a fun,
fast, provably fair and immersive iGaming experience.
We are developing a next-generation platform using the exciting Cross Chain
networks including BSC, Polygon Matic and Ethereum. Introducing a live
dealer experience on the blockchain is a first for the industry and will unlock
new possibilities for players, operators and advertisers alike.
A robust protocol for trustless and decentralized casino gaming in
combination with the live dealer module will position Spartan as the future of
Cross Chain gambling DApps. The recently launched casino, exclusive and
original game offerings, and the innovative take on blockchain-based games
create a platform for partnerships with leading live dealership game
providers.

VISION
Through partnerships with leading live dealer gaming software providers, Spartan will be a first mover in the live
dealer blockchain game space.
The Spartan platform will be built on the secure and flexible Cross Chain network and incorporate a robust protocol for
trustless and decentralized casino gaming as well as a live dealer module. The result is the first plug-and-play casino
environment for affiliates and players that is:

SECURE

IMMERSIVE

ENTERTAINING

EFFICIENT

LOW COST

PROVABLY FAIR

Our goal is to disrupt the online gambling environment by making it fun, immersive, transparent, and fair for everyone
where the house always shares.

SPECIAL MENTIONS
Spartan Casino still holds the record of fastest raise in just
12 seconds on BakerySwap. It raised a total of 810,000 USD!

We are powered by Polygon Matic

TARGET MARKETS
Our target markets for online gambling will be worldwide. We are already licensed by Curacao which enables us to
offer the casino gaming experience to a wide range of global communities. We are aiming to obtain other major
licenses like that of Malta, Gibraltar, United Kingdom and parts of the United States. The additional licenses will help
us in capturing most target players from the current robust markets like North America, Asia and Europe.
Most governments across the world allow (or, in some situations, do not prohibit) various forms of online gambling.
Curacao is by far one of the most accessible jurisdictions for licensing, with over 450 online gambling companies
registered. Spartan Casino has achieved its first milestone by obtaining the Curacao license.
With the declining land-based casinos in the current environment we hope to present a very interesting and viable
solution to these target markets.

SPARTAN CASINO GAMES
Live Sports
Live sports betting is one of the highest forms of sports betting entertainment
and allows bettors to increase a pregame position, hedge a money line bet, or
jump on a favorable spread in the third quarter, seventh inning, or third period.
Betting
Online betting, also known as online gambling, is all the betting activities you
place using the internet.
e-Sports
Betting on esports is more or less identical to betting on traditional sports, with
the caveat that the esports betting product is far less developed than the traditional sports betting product. Players
can choose between cash-based or skins-based sites when betting on esports matches.
Live Dealer
A live dealer casino is a room, or series of rooms, on an online gaming site, where you can play traditional or modern
casino games that are run by a real-live person.

SPARTAN CASINO GAMES
Table Game
‘Table game’ is the term used to describe games of chance within a casino, such as blackjack, craps, roulette and
baccarat. These games can be operated by one or more croupiers and differentiate themselves from other casino
games performed on a mechanical device like a slot machine or games played against other players instead of the
casino, such as standard poker. Online table games are convenient, fun and have a wider range of stakes.
Slots
Online slots games are computerized versions of the classic fruit machines you'll find at all good casinos. With online
versions of these much-loved games, there are additional features such as wild symbols and scatter symbols, as well
as interactive bonus rounds and much more.
VR Games
The Virtual Reality technology, through virtual reality casinos, gives players the real-life gaming experience they desire.
With a VR headset and a compatible iGambling platform, players can experience an interactive casino experience
similar to the experience at a traditional casino center.

ONLINE GAMING
Since its humble origins, online gaming has come a long way and has
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recently experienced a massive surge in players and revenue. Due to
nationwide lockdown, people have turned to online gaming platforms
to pass the time. These platforms are attracting more than hundreds
and thousands of new visitors in online traffic.

PLAYER 1

ONLINE GAMING PROBLEMS
Online Gaming is increasingly becoming more competitive and
gamers more demanding for new and exciting ways to compete and
test their skills.
Current online gaming platforms fail to excite players, lack incentives, and are plagued with repetitive actions resulting
in loss of player interest.

BLOCKCHAIN BENEFITS OF ONLINE GAMING
• Making payment processing cost-effective
• Minimizing fraudulent activities
• Storage safety and security
• Better control over gaming economy
• Reducing the price of gaming items

OUR SOLUTION
Spartan Gaming is a revolutionary gaming platform designed to accelerate the adoption of blockchain technology
and swiftly bring its benefits to the community. A next-generation gaming platform for the decentralized world
allows the players to earn tokens and quickly trade in the DEX markets.
This robust protocol creates an ultimate immersive 3D warfare experience powered by Cross Chains including
Binance Smart Chain (BSC), Polygon Matic and Ethereum, making the games we want to play reality and infusing
them with creative innovation and passion.

SPARTAN GAMING
Spartan Gaming aims to create the largest GameFi platform in the world. We believe NFT and Blockchain technology
is the future of gaming; thus, we've set out on a quest to become the largest NFT Gaming Community and Marketplace.
With Spartan Gaming, discover a dynamic combat style that is unique in the world of Massively Multiplayer Online
Games (MMOs). Buy tokens, collect NFTs, fight to survive, and explore infinite immersive environments in the Cross
Chain-based NFT Action Role Playing Games (RPG). Spartan Gaming also allows to stake tokens to earn in-and
out-of-game rewards.

VISION
We envision our Spartan Gaming protocol at the forefront of DeFi
innovation, introducing people to blockchain finance with exciting NFT
rewards and engaging GameFi systems.
Our target goal is to acquire and develop assets in the Metaverse, as we
believe virtual economies will eventually surpass real-world economies.
At the same time, we want to add value to the virtual world so that our
team members can prosper in it.
Spartan Gaming encourages participation with rewards in a highly
competitive strategy space-themed game (GameFi). Our MMOs
gaming concept consists of 100+ players in a single game universe, and
all players can interact with each other throughout the game. Spartan
Gaming’s multiple game selection and signature gameplay - The Hunt
is the ultimate immersive 3D battle experience, and to make it more
thrilling, we will present it on the Metaverse.

SPARTAN GAMING GAMES
THE HUNT
The prison is full of violent characters terrorizing one another.
You must use whatever force you can to defeat your
opponents and survive the hellhole.
To survive The Hunt, you'll need to be able to adapt fast to
more powerful opponents and challenging scenarios, master
fighting mechanics, and grasp strategies.
A multiplayer RPG NFT game lets the user engage in the
combat arena and profit from these battles. Additionally, players can take full ownership and seamlessly trade digital
assets with other players through NFT technology.
An experience that has never been met before - every hour, surviving players are rewarded with an in-game
cryptocurrency called ‘Grenades’ and ‘WAR’ which can be used in the game to buy items and are also tradeable in the
DEX PancakeSwap.
It gets even better! Players bet against each other in duel combat, allowing the winner to take away 90% of the total
bet amount. YES, that’s crazy but true!
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bz1iwVMDrEezOmMOnf0S8ISGlJkSCYPH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bz1iwVMDrEezOmMOnf0S8ISGlJkSCYPH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bz1iwVMDrEezOmMOnf0S8ISGlJkSCYPH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bz1iwVMDrEezOmMOnf0S8ISGlJkSCYPH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bz1iwVMDrEezOmMOnf0S8ISGlJkSCYPH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bz1iwVMDrEezOmMOnf0S8ISGlJkSCYPH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Bz1iwVMDrEezOmMOnf0S8ISGlJkSCYPH/view?usp=sharing

WATCH TRAILER

PENALTY SHOOTOUT - FOOTBALL GAME
Travel to exotic locations, participate in different fantasy
leagues, and prove your penalty skills! Experience actual
performances and see what it feels like to be the best
footballer!
All you have to do is beat the goalkeepers, collect their cards,
and use them in 1v1 matches against others. All penalties are
free unless you get called up for a Winner takes all (WTA)
shootout.
What is the WTA shootout?
The rules of the game are simple and understandable for everyone. You need to choose the country you will play, make
a bet, and start playing. Five penalty shootouts unless it goes to knockouts. Bet your token against your rival and vice
versa. Whoever scores the penalty is declared the winner of the game, taking 90% of the total bet amount. Winner
Takes All!
Colorful animation, simple controls, and a user-friendly interface will delight you, as will the game's fast gameplay.

PENALTY SHOOTOUT - BASKETBALL GAME
Do you think you can prove yourself?
Team up with some of the greatest basketball stars and join
them for a quick 1-on-1 game or an entire tournament. Use
your extraordinary basketball skills and beat your opponent
in a penalty shootout before time runs out!
Never miss the penalty and be the new world champion. The
platform charges players 10% of the penalty fee for each
shootout, and the remaining 90% will be for the winner.
Winner Takes All!

DRAG RACING GAME
Drive the car using realistic variables over a distance of a few
hundred meters. Warm-up your tyres before the race and
experience all the thrills and spills of real racing.
3 laps 20 tracks night and day races with stunning graphics,
take you into the racing world as no other game does. Buy a
car to qualify through the NFT store.
All races are free unless you get called up for a WTA race
Get your heart pounding and race against rivals in 1-on-1

DRAG
DRAG

races. This will be a 3 lap race, and the winner takes all!
The contract takes the fee from each racer as soon as they enter the WTA races, where 10% of the total race bet will
be sent to the platform wallet. The remaining 90% will be for the winner of the race. WOW!

DRIFT RACING GAME
Drift a range of high-performance cars around several
challenging tracks. The game employs a 3D world with
realistic physics and a steady frame rate.
Detailed car tuning along with customization and modifying
both visual tuning and performance of your car to make
more skids. Turn the key and drive your dreams!
All races are free unless you get called up for a WTA race
Get your heart pounding and race against rivals in 1-on-1
races. This will be a 3 lap race, and the winner takes all!
The contract takes the fee from each racer as soon as they enter the WTA races, where 10% of the total race bet will be
sent to the platform wallet. The remaining 90% will be for the winner of the race.

NFT
Non-Fungible Tokens were created as a result of blockchain
technology. An NFT gives the virtual item a unique,
non-transferable certificate and verifies ownership via the
blockchain.
Many gamers believe that NFTs can be used to sell millions of
dollars worth of digital art. It can also be used to buy more
in-game items or convert them out into local currency.
Players can buy and sell NFTs with other players in Spartan
Gaming games. New players will be able to obtain desired
items without having to grind for them. When an in-game
NFT is traded from one player to another, the platform gains money. Spartan Gaming's well thought and exciting
collection of games will be the driving force behind the platform's success, and players can grow their virtual world
without any hassle.

INITIAL PROJECT INVESTMENT
With the exponential growth of the iGaming and GameFi
industry, there are many scopes to flourish within the market
space. Both online casinos and online games are a growing
cultural force, and investing in them is tempting for many
investors, given the ever increasing prominence of this
industry.
Titan Corp Inc has been focused on establishing measures
into its two verticals to help with the development,
production, marketing, and distribution from the very start.

FUNDS USAGE
Funds raised will be used to accelerate the onboarding of immersive gaming and gambling. Here is a breakdown
below:
• Expand the suite of products and services.
• Rapid scaling of business and strategy to international markets.
• Marketing and operational costs.
• Provision of liquidity for games
• Provision of liquidity for token listings
• Development and integration of smart contracts
• Bridging of contracts into multiple chains
• Test the viability of the business concept
• Develop business models.
• Application of casino games’ licenses
• Setting up of offices and associated infrastructure
• Game developments
• Integration of Metaverse components

OFFICIAL NETWORK
We are planning on making all our in-house games on Cross Chain so that the connectivity and reach is more massy.

OUR CURRENCIES
IBAR TOKEN
IRON BAR (iBAR) is a ERC-20 standard token on the Spartan Gaming platform where
game makers, operators and players can leverage iBAR tokens for their respective fee
and revenue. We will be burning half of the tokens and issuing them on Cross Chains
like BSC and Polygon Matic. The timeline for developing the token on Cross Chains is
two weeks.

Envisioning the decentralization nature of Spartan Gaming, iBAR harnesses
peer-to-peer technology offering inexpensive, secure and transparent gaming
experience. There will be a total of 5 billion iBAR token supply. The tokenomics is shared
below.

https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xfE2c38E50df24DF9Da73637fBd1401eDAe601641
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xfE2c38E50df24DF9Da73637fBd1401eDAe601641
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xfE2c38E50df24DF9Da73637fBd1401eDAe601641
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xfE2c38E50df24DF9Da73637fBd1401eDAe601641
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xfE2c38E50df24DF9Da73637fBd1401eDAe601641
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xfE2c38E50df24DF9Da73637fBd1401eDAe601641
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xfE2c38E50df24DF9Da73637fBd1401eDAe601641
https://www.bscscan.com/address/0xfE2c38E50df24DF9Da73637fBd1401eDAe601641

PLAYER BENEFITS
Spartan Gaming follows an incentivized system where players receive iBAR tokens for playing games. It supports a
wide range of casino games starting from slots, roulettes, dice games, live dealer games and sports betting just to list
a few. IRON BAR token holders can stake their tokens and earn attractive staking returns in the form of APY. In the long
run, token holders get the opportunity to even earn some percentage of the company’s profit. Moreover, Spartan
Gaming is currently working on ensuring the speedy listing of iBAR tokens on various crypto exchanges.

IBAR TOKEN VALUE
iBAR will be launched on Spartan Gaming. The business model is based on ensuring high demand for their tokens. The
business management at Spartan Gaming understands that one of the casino's primary benefits is its decentralized
model. While token holders are not stockholders, they still may have a genuine interest in the company's success. A
successful business means a high value token, as well as an excellent portfolio and gaming opportunities for investors.

IRON BAR TOKENOMICS
TOKEN NAME: IRON BAR

Initial Chain : Ethereum

TICKER : IBAR

Subsequent Multi Chains : BNBCHAIN, SOLANA, POLYGON

TOTAL SUPPLY : 5B IBAR

Public Sale : 20%

Hardcap

MAX SUPPLY : 5B IBAR

Unsold tokens will be
Returned to Treasury reserve

2M USDT

PUBLIC SALE PRICE : 0.002 USDT = 1 IBAR
TOTAL IBAR TO BE SOLD : 1B IBAR

IRON BAR TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
PUBLIC SALE ALLOCATION: 1 BN (20%)
TOTAL LIQUIDITY : 500M IBAR (10%)
STAKING REWARDS : 250M (5%)
GAME REWARDS : 500M IBAR (10%)
MARKETING : 500M IBAR (10%)
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT : 500M IBAR (10%)
TEAM : 500M IBAR (10%)
ADVISORS / VC : 250M (5%)
TREASURY RESERVE : (19.2%)

PRIVATE SALE + IRON SWAP ALLOCATION
Going by price of 0.0018 USDT = 1 IBAR
For total of {PRIVATE 93BNB X 400} 37, 200 + 34,000 {LATOKEN) = 71,200 USDT} : 39,555,555.6 IBAR (0.791 %)

TOKEN APPLICATIONS
IRON BAR tokens will fulfill several purposes within the spartan.casino economy. They will serve as in-game currency
and will have exchange value inside the platform.
The iBAR token will be a multi chain token linked to the blockchain casino games through bridge and will also be
made available for our play to Earn igames including but not limited to the Hunt, Dice War, Bobble Drop, Drift the
block, Mega Dice and the Cock fight wager. It will have staking features and will be linked to our Web3 metaverse
casino through NFTs with airdrops. iBAR will also be traded and listed on the Tier 1 Exchanges.
A unique cashback feature will wield additional benefits in the form of extra iBAR tokens when players settle payments or make wagers and bets in different games. They will receive a percentage of the money they have paid or
lost; the more active the user, the higher the cashback payout.
The payout will be made available for receipt on top of a player’s losses twice a week. Cashback is calculated from all
gaming activity during one period according to this formula:
Cashback payout amount = (a player’s deposited lost coins in one game period) *cashback %. IRON BAR tokens for
winnings, dividends, and Jackpots are not involved in the cashback accrual.

WARRIOR TOKEN
WARRIOR (WAR) is a BEP-20 standard token on the Spartan Casino platform
where game makers, operators and players can leverage WAR tokens for their
respective fee and revenue.
To further drive the value of the WARRIOR token, only 100,000,000 tokens are
pre-minted. To experience the power, all holders will stake the WARRIOR
token on their Metamask and trust wallets and that is how the participants are
instantly recognized on the platform. WARRIOR token rewards will be
distributed by playing certain games on the Spartan Casino platform and by
watching video ads before the live dealer games begin and during livestream
sporting events. Similar to iBAR, WARRIOR token is also a staking token
earning an APY at the end of the return.
WARRIOR token will also be deployed in Spartan Casino games, offering players great opportunities to leverage and
utilize the tokens across the board.

ADVERTISER BENEFITS
Spartan Casino offers several options to advertisers, including a Cost per Milli or per banner/time basis pay per view for
all ads shown. Advertisers gain exclusive access to a global community of players. All advertising revenue received will
be displayed transparently and a good percentage will be redistributed to all WARRIOR token holders regularly.

INVESTORS AND PLAYERS BENEFITS
WARRIOR token in online gambling
Users will be given the option to view short video ads before they play the live dealer games and during livestream
sporting events. They will be rewarded with WARRIOR tokens for watching these ads. This is a model that benefits
everyone involved and grows the ecosystem, giving platform users an additional loyalty bonus. The paid per view
model proposed will give viewers the chance to watch sports and receive unique immediate rewards on our platform
and allows them to cash out those rewards with our partner exchanges and direct trading swaps turning their time
into money any time they wish. This in turn will attract more gamers and sports enthusiasts over time thus building
the brand and expanding the reach on a global level.
WARRIOR token in online gaming
Utility and deployment of the tokens is under development.

WARRIOR TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
The proposed distribution of 100M WARRIOR token supply will be as follows:

30% PLAYERS FOR GAMING ON SPARTAN PLATFORM – 30 MILLION
15% MARKETING, PUBLICITY AND PROMOTIONS – 15 MILLION
9% MARKETING, PUBLICITY AND PROMOTIONS – 9 MILLION
16% PUBLIC SALE – 16 MILLION
10% PRIVATE SALE – 10 MILLION
2% TECHNOLOGY AND LICENSES – 2 MILLION
3% OPERATIONS – 3 MILLION
5% MANAGEMENT – 5 MILLION
4% LIQUIDITY SUPPLY FOR LISTING – 4 MILLION
26% BURN – 26 MILLION

ANNUAL PERCENTAGE YIELD (APY)
Once the users have staked their iBAR and WARRIOR tokens, they can collect staking rewards which can then be used
to grow the holdings even more. To incentivize platform users, the staking platform provides an attractive staking
return, which is APY of 15% paid in iBAR as well as WARRIOR tokens.

FOCUSED BUSINESS MODEL
Our two verticals - Spartan Casino and Spartan Gaming, core line of business will focus on efficiently onboarding
players from across the globe and providing them with engaging online live dealer, sports betting, eGaming and
entertainment services. The drivers behind the success of our B2C (business-to-consumer) business will be:

1. Increasing the number of new players (first-time depositors) enjoying Spartan Casino’s gaming entertainment
products and Spartan Gaming’s immersive gaming world. We have developed an in-house marketing strategy
paper outlining the process of new acquisitions and retention of clients. The most successful strategy of
acquisition of clients would be through working with affiliate partners, brand ambassadors with a worldwide
presence and launching our games in Cross Chains to avail the advantage of access to diverse communities. Our
objective would be to target chains and platforms having a user base in excess of 1 million, focused on gaming.
2. Reducing the customer acquisition cost of those new players to Spartan Casino and Spartan Gaming.
3. Maximizing the lifetime value (measured as net gaming revenue less cost of sales) of Spartan Casino to each
customer.

The ability to successfully develop “in house” proprietary and innovative live dealer games on mobile and desktop
platforms that customers are excited to play as well as fresh new features that enhance the enjoyment of existing
games will be the key competitive advantages for Spartan Casino and help to differentiate us from competitors.

KEY DRIVERS OF SPARTAN’S SUCCESS
·

Monitoring our strong and trusted brand

·

Product innovation and leadership across platform’s customer protection

·

Innovative, return on investment driven marketing payment process

·

Entering new markets

·

Customer relation management leadership

·

Cross-selling

·

Proprietary live-dealer gaming technology

·

Leading-edge business analytics

ONLINE ONCHAIN GAMES FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
Spartan Gaming which is mostly on the blockchain plans to operate in a competitive market where simplicity and
convenience, security and transparency are key factors.
Looking at the comparative data from our peers below, we can see the statistics showing volume (in USD) and active
players that are in the casinos.

The above data shows a comparison of our top four competitors: WINk, TT Dice, and 888Starz - the figures are
healthy and robust as they have been well received by the community since their inception. These are the one
month volume figures on just one game which is the Dice game. This should give an idea of what numbers can be
attained purely on the blockchain games.
The bread and butter business for a casino are offchain live dealer, sports betting and slots.
Spartan gaming has several blockchain games that are upcoming on its platform and being launched cross chain.
The numbers on the graph are based on the all-time usage of the platforms, and the figures you see for each platform is based on live usage for the last 30 days.
Given that the online gaming and gambling industry is an expanding industry, with room for new gameFi projects
and casinos, we believe that our financial projections for Spartan Casino and Spartan Gaming are real and modeled
on our own business model and the growth trajectory of the industry.

ONLINE GAMING FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS
Here are a few comparative data from industry peers below - Axie Infinity, CryptoMines and Splinterlands. As shown, the
statistics are volume (in USD) and active players that are in that particular game. The numbers on the graphs are based on the
all-time usage of the platforms, and the figures are based on live usage for the last 24 hours.

The above 3 graphs show the immense potential
in pure Play2Earn games. Just by launching our
two Play2Earn games which are the Hunt and
Drift the Block we can aim to achieve parallel
volume figures. Just 24 hour volumes on Crypto
Mine and Axie Infinity of $54 Million and $20
million respectively show the massive potential
gameFi projects have and Spartan Gaming has
all the necessary resources, technology and
wherewithal to match these numbers.

JANUARY 2021
FEBRUARY 2021
MAY 2021 – JUNE 2021
JUNE 2021

SPARTAN GAMING

ROAD MAP

JULY 2021 – SEPT 2021
OCT-NOV 2021

Tian Corp Pitch Deck conceptualised

Launching of in-house tokens for fund raise for marketing, technology, licenses and operations. It’s also a staking token for inConceptualization and development of Spartan Gaming.
Development of in-house token as the gaming and staking token. It’s the mainstay token of Spartan Gaming
Conceptualization and research of exciting Play2Earn blockchain Games
Partnerships for branding of the gamefi project reached.

DEC 2021

Development of the Dice War Game on the Blockchain

JAN 2022

Conceptualization and development of BobbleDrop on the Blockchain.

FEB - MARCH 2022

Tweaking and launching Dicewar on the Testnet.

APRIL - MAY 2022

Conceptualization and development of The Hunt and Drift the Block.

JUNE - JULY 2022

Launch the Blue Chip NFT Collection on Opensea
Launch Hackathon and game testers competition for Dice War and Bobbledrop.
Develop the Hunt

AUG - SEP 2022

OCT - NOVEMBER 2022

DEC 2022

Launch Dice War and BobbleDrop to the Mainnet
Launch Roulette to the Testnet
Collaboration with multi chains for launching of tokens and user traffic mobilisation
Develop the Drift the Block game
Launch Roulette to the Mainnet
Community Marketing
Launch games on DApp radar
Other channels of Direct marketing to be deployed
Fostering of global Partnerships and with Sigma and Polygon to deploy the Affiliate Network as well as
the blockchain traffic.
Showcasing and presenting Spartan games at global Events

use games.

SPARTAN GAMING

ROAD MAP

January 2023

February 2023
March 2023

Executing strategic tie-ups
Executing Marketing plans for the Gamefi project
Finaling plans to launch in-house tokens on cross chains
The Hunt is tested and rolled out
Drift the Block is tested and rolled out

TEAM
Kavita S. Naithaani (MA, CFA) CEO , CFO
Kavita has 28 years of experience in managing operations, insurance, and finances of start ups and
multinational companies at a global level. She is the Founder and CEO and CFO of Titan Corp Inc.
and Spartan Gaming and has held senior positions with major brands. At Titan Corp, she is
responsible for stakeholder management, board level interaction, strategy and strategic tie-ups,
full project management, operations, financial control, oversight of the online gaming platforms
off chain and on chain, and investor collaborations. She is the key decision maker and brings a
plethora of experience in building businesses, raising investments, providing risk management,
investment banking, stakeholder management, and financial operations. At Titan Corp she has
brought in the gravitas to drive the business; build big networks with gaming providers,
investment funds and Exchanges (CEX, DEX). She has been the pillar and mainstay behind Titan
Corp Inc's transition to a mature phase She brings a combination of traditional financial services
and fintech experience to the forefront, in successfully building up blockchain projects including
DEFI projects, enabling mining of cryptocurrency projects and developing gaming platforms. She
is responsible for launching and expanding various brands under Titan Corp, broadly
encompassing Spartan Casino, Spartan igaming and the metaverse casinos, putting the company
on course to becoming a global online entertainment company. Kavita has a Masters in Economics
from the University of Cambridge and the University of Manchester in the UK, is a CFA
Charterholder and has attended Global Leadership training programs.

Christopher Esprit CMO
Christopher is a thought leader throughout many circles, having extensive experience in
Blockchain, advertising, marketing, and lead generation. He is the Co-founder of Titan Corp and is
responsible for the brand building and launching of games in Spartan Gaming. He is a specialist in
Blockchain-based technologies bringing extensive experience of building online casino
frameworks, egaming platforms, gamegi studios, advertising, marketing, lead generation, and
bringing channel partners together. He has been involved in the mining of altcoins including
Bitcoin since 2009. He is heavily well-versed in blockchain technology and is ahead in the latest
trends and news. He has been a vociferous advocate of cryptocurrencies and the integration of
blockchain technology in organizations such as Coca-Cola, Precision Leads Media Ltd, and other
blue-chip companies. He has a great presence and voice with family offices and crypto enthusiasts
looking for advent and knowledge in the alternative crypto space. His knowledge has been very
beneficial for the growth of the online blockchain gaming business and his tenacity to keep up
with the latest trends has helped on board the idea of migrating the 2.0 casino to the metaverse at
many levels.

Sir Wayne Allyn Root - Brand Ambassador, Spartan
Wayne Allyn Root is the Founder and CEO of VegasWINNERS.com, America’s premiere sports
handicapping site. Wayne has been dubbed by the media as “The King of Vegas” “The Face of
Sports Gambling” “America’s Oddsmaker” “The Prince of Prognosticators” and “American
Gambling Legend.” Wayne is the only sports gambling figure in the world to receive a star on the
Las Vegas Walk of Stars. Wayne’s career has been profiled by the biggest media in the world
including CNBC, CNN Money, the Wall Street Journal, Fortune, Equities, The Financial Times,
Success, Worth, and The Robb Report. Wayne also created the reality TV show about Vegas
gambling. He Co-Created, Co-Executive Produced and Co-Hosted “King of Vegas” for Spike TV.
Wayne is the Brand Ambassador of Spartan Gaming.

Dmitry Paliants, Head of Products
Dmitry has a decade of experience in the gambling and igaming Industry and has joined Titan
Corp as Head of Products. He has held C-level positions with very reputable global brands in the
live dealer sports book and gaming Industry. He has expertise in integrating and operating
platforms and providing content to gaming and casino operators in the gambling Industry. He is
responsible for gambling sector connections, attraction of content suppliers, and license
management. As a Product Head he is responsible for affiliate marketing and risk management
implementation on the operational website spartangaming.io.

Steve Pritchard, Non-Executive Director and Affiliate Manager
Steve is a thought leader in blockchain-based technologies with extensive experience in building online
gaming frameworks, driving Affiliate and CPA networks, advertising, marketing, lead generation and in
bringing channel partners together. Steve is an initial Angel Investor backing the Titan Corp and Spartan
Gaming brand.
Sergei Mochtchenkov, CFA
Sergei is a Chartered Financial Analyst, with 15 years of experience in the financial industry. Sergei focused
the earlier part of his career on land development, and real estate valuation. Real estate helped refine his
precision and a value oriented approach to financial analysis. The later part of his career was focused on the
financial analysis of tech start-ups, in the SaaS, and blockchain space. The fundamental variables of analysis
stay the same across all industries, says Sergei, they are: value delivered to consumers, protection from
competitors and/or substitutes, and the relationship with suppliers and employees. Sergei is an
Independent Financial Analyst and Consultant with Spartan Gaming.
Dagmar Turkova, Head of Investor Relations and Project Management
Dagmar has over 15 years’ experience in the financial markets with a focus on investment
management, capital markets, crowdfunding for blockchain projects, and fund-raising for private equity
and real estate (Co-living, Holiday Homes and Hostel). She is skilled in capital raising, business retention,
and client services with a major focus on global business development and strategies. Accomplished in
relationship building, presentations, negotiations, asset management and achieving consensus with key
internal and external decision makers with contact base across GCC and Europe. She has an MBA from the
City University of Seattle. At Titan Corp she is responsible for liaising with Angel Investors, Regulators and
institutional fund houses and will be responsible for Project management.

Galina Mikova, Consultant
Galina is a Hubspot-certified technical writer who has assisted multiple crypto and blockchain-based startups with web design, consultancy services and the development of whitepapers, business and investor proposals, press releases and other on-demand content, resulting in
over $50 million raised from private and public investors

Naman Solanki, Senior Design Lead
Naman is a versatile and creative visual designer with over seven years of experience working in
the graphic design industry. At Titan Corp he is responsible for creating visuals, concepts, UI
Designs, Website Designs and mediums of communication with investors, partners and players.

Obaid Siddiqui, Blockchain and Defi Advisor
Obaid is Vice President at Mobiloitte, with a demonstrated history of working in the information
technology and services industry. Skilled in Blockchain Solutions (Exchange and ICO), Ecommerce,
WordPress, Software Implementation, and Customer Relationship Management (CRM). At Titan
Corp he has been responsible for advising us on gaming solutions, defi platforms and various
blockchain solutions.

